Background
0.752 (95% CI 0.751, 0.753) and 0.740 (95% CI 0.739, 0.741), respectively. In external validation, we observed an AUC of 0.796, 0.736, and 0.736 for GBC, RF, and CPH, respectively. The addition of temporal information improved AUC across all models. In internal validation, the AUC rose to 0.848 (95% CI 0.847, 0.849), 0.825 (95% CI 0.824, 0.826), and 0.805 (95% CI 0.804, 0.806) for GBC, RF, and CPH, respectively, while the AUC in external validation rose to 0.826, 0.810, and 0.788, respectively. This enhancement also resulted in robust predictions for longer time horizons, with AUC values remaining at similar levels across all models. Overall, compared to the baseline reference CPH model, the final GBC model showed a 10.8% higher AUC (0.848 compared to 0.740) for prediction of risk of emergency admission within 24 months. GBC also showed the best calibration throughout the risk spectrum. Despite the wide range of variables included in models, our study was still limited by the number of variables included; inclusion of more variables could have further improved model performances.
Conclusions
The use of machine learning and addition of temporal information led to substantially improved discrimination and calibration for predicting the risk of emergency admission. Model performance remained stable across a range of prediction time windows and when externally validated. These findings support the potential of incorporating machine learning models into electronic health records to inform care and service planning.
Author summary

Why was this study done?
• We wanted to compare machine learning models to conventional statistical models that are used for risk prediction.
• We also aimed to unlock the power of embedded knowledge in large-scale electronic health records.
• Ultimately, we wanted to provide a tool to help healthcare practitioners accurately predict whether a patient may require emergency care in the near future.
What did the researchers do and find?
• We developed several models for predicting the risk of first emergency admission: 1 Cox proportional hazards (CPH) model and 2 machine learning models. We tested various sets of variables in all models. While the interactions in the CPH model were explicitly specified, the machine learning models benefited from an automatic discovery of the variable interdependencies.
• We validated all models (internally and externally) on a large cohort of electronic health records for over 4.6 million patients from 389 practices across England. For internal validation we used 80% of the data (3.75 million patients from 300 general practices) and 
Introduction
Emergency hospital admissions are a major source of healthcare spending [1, 2] . In the UK, there were over 5.9 million recorded emergency hospital admissions in 2017, an increase of 2.6% compared to the preceding year [3] . Given the avoidable nature of a large proportion of such admissions, there has been a growing research and policy interest in effective ways of averting them. To guide decision-making, several risk prediction models have been reported [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, on average, models tend to have a poor ability to discriminate risk [1, 2, 10, 11] . This might be in part due to limited access to or use of information about risk predictors and their timing, in particular when models use hospital admissions data only. In addition, the relatively non-specific nature of unscheduled hospital admissions-which are often a consequence of a range of health problems as well as provider preferences-suggests the presence of complex relationships between predictors and outcome, which conventional statistical methods are limited at capturing. The growing availability of comprehensive clinical datasets, such as linked electronic health records (EHRs) with rich information from millions of individuals, together with advances in machine learning offer new opportunities for development of novel risk prediction models that are better at predicting risk. Such models have been shown to outperform standard statistical models, particularly, in settings where clinical data have been richer, and relationships more complex [12] [13] [14] .
Building on earlier studies and emerging analytical opportunities, we aimed to assess whether application of 2 standard machine learning techniques could enhance the prediction of emergency hospital admissions in the general population compared with a high-performing Cox proportional hazards (CPH) model that also used large-scale EHRs. [8] To better understand when and how machine learning models might achieve a higher performance, we aimed to develop and compare a series of models. In the first step, we used the same set of variables and prediction window (24 months after baseline) as in the previous CPH model. In the next steps, we added more variables and included information about variable timing to the models. To further test the hypothesis that the predictive ability of machine learning models is stronger than that of conventional models when outcomes in the more distant future are to be predicted (because of their ability to better capture multiple known and unknown interactions), we further changed the time horizon for risk prediction to shorter and longer periods.
Methods
Study design, data source, and patient selection
The study was conducted using linked EHRs from the UK Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) study since its inception in 1 January 1985 to 30 September 2015 (https://www.cprd. com) [15] . The CPRD database is pseudo-anonymised patient data from 674 general practices in the UK, covering approximately 7% of the current UK population, and is broadly representative of the UK population by age, sex, and ethnicity. It links primary care records with discharge diagnoses from Hospital Episode Statistics [16] and mortality data from national death registries (Office for National Statistics) with a coding system equivalent to the World Health Organization International Classification of Diseases-10th Revision (ICD-10) [17] . The CPRD dataset is one of the most comprehensive prospective primary care databases, the validity of which has previously been reviewed elsewhere [18, 19] . In this study, a subset of the CPRD dataset-which covers different regions of England-was used. The scientific approval for this study (protocol no: 17_224R2) was given by the CPRD Independent Scientific Advisory Committee, and no additional informed consent was required as there was no individual patient involvement [20] .
We considered all patients aged 18 to 100 years with at least 1 year of registration with a general practice in this study, and excluded those without a valid National Health Service (NHS) number or missing information on Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD), an areabased socioeconomic status indicator, with increasing level of deprivation with higher scores [21] . Similar to our benchmark CPH model (QAdmissions) [8] , the entry date to the study for each patient was defined as the latest of their 18th birthday or date of first registration with a practice plus 1 year, provided that this date is before the baseline (1 January 2010). From the total of 7,612,760 patients in the database, 4,637,297 patients met these selection criteria. On average we had 405 months of recorded data per patient (minimum 5, maximum 977, standard deviation 235, median 362), which summed up to a total of over 1.86 billion patientmonths of data. We censored patients at the earliest date of first emergency hospital admission, death, transfer out of practice, or end of the study.
Predictors
We used 3 different sets of predictors (variables used in the prediction models). In the first set of predictors, referred to as QA, we included 43 variables from the established QAdmissions model [8] , covering patient demographics (age, sex, and ethnicity), lifestyle factors (socioeconomic status, body mass index [BMI], smoking status, and alcohol consumption), strategic health authority (SHA) (region), family history of chronic disease, various laboratory tests, 16 comorbidities, 6 prescribed medications, and previous emergency admissions. In the second set of predictors, referred to as QA+, we extended QA by adding 13 new predictors, including marital status, 11 new comorbidities, and the number of general practice visits in the year before baseline. In the third set of predictors, referred to as T (for temporal), we modified some of the QA+ predictors to hold temporal information: instead of a binary variable for diagnosis of comorbidities, we considered the time since first recorded diagnosis; instead of previous utilisation of healthcare service, we considered time since last use of healthcare service; and instead of a binary value for laboratory tests being recorded, we considered time since the latest laboratory tests. Table 1 shows the complete list of predictors, and how these predictors have been represented in each of our variable sets.
Data missingness for each variable can be found in Table 2 . For laboratory tests and clinical measurements, we marked the missingness as a binary variable (recorded/not recorded). Clinical diagnoses (morbidities) were assumed to be present only if they had been recorded. Missing data for BMI (29%), smoking status (17%), and alcohol intake (29%) were imputed using multiple imputation with chained equations [22] [23] [24] and combined using Rubin's rule. It is important to note that for these 3 variables, data are not missing at random. Therefore, there is always a risk of bias when imputation is employed. However, this limitation tends to be largely relevant to epidemiological studies that seek to identify specific risk factors rather than risk prediction overall. Nevertheless, we ran the models with and without imputation and observed that the differences in outcomes between models remain pretty much constant. These results are reported in S1 Table. Indeed, the fact that the imputed data have not led to substantial bias in our study can be directly assessed with the calibration plots, which show a good match between the predicted and actual probabilities of outcomes.
Finally, we ended up with 58, 80, and 121 variables for the QA, QA+, and T predictor sets, respectively.
Outcome and time windows
The outcome of interest was the first emergency admission to hospital after baseline (1 January 2010), as recorded by the general practice, using the Read Codes shown in S2 Table. The QAdmissions model reported model performance for outcomes occurring within a 24-month time window after baseline. In our primary analyses we chose the same time window, but to further assess model stability for predicting outcomes during different time frames, we varied the prediction window to shorter (12 months) and longer periods (36, 48 , and 60 months) after baseline. Unless stated otherwise, where we refer to the outcome, we consider the 24-month time window.
Derivation and validation of models
We first replicated the CPH model as the benchmark model [8] . This model was based on the same predictor variables in [8] and included all the interaction and fractional polynomial terms as previously reported. Since QAdmissions reported results separately for men and women, we also analysed the results stratified by sex. However, in the absence of any material difference by sex, and for brevity, we combined data for men and women in subsequent analyses.
We compared the CPH model to 2 machine learning models, namely gradient boosting classifier (GBC) [25] and random forest (RF) [26] . Both GBC and RF models were used as ensemble models based on decision trees [27] , but each represented a distinct family of ensemble learning methods [28] -boosting [29, 30] and bagging [31] , respectively. Boosting refers to any ensemble method that can combine several weak learners into a strong learner. The general idea of most boosting methods is to train predictors sequentially, each trying to correct its predecessor. By contrast, bagging uses the same training algorithm multiple times in parallel (e.g., a RF employs multiple decision trees), but trains them on different random subsets of the data. When sampling is performed with replacement, this method is called bagging. These 2 models were chosen because they are shown to outperform other machine learning models on a variety of datasets, are fairly robust and applicable to big datasets, and require little modification of parameters prior to modelling [32] . These machine learning methods work on both categorical and numerical variables in any scale, obviating the need for conversion of features or normalisation of their values. We tuned the hyperparameters of GBC and RF after a broad search of parameter space. For brevity, we only report the results with the selected values for the parameters, which are listed in S3 Table. To assess the impact of more variables and their timing, all 3 models were repeated using the extended QA+ and T variables [33] . Consequently, we ended up with 9 different models (3 sets of predictors and 3 modelling techniques) that were compared against each other. In the final step, we studied the performance of all 9 models for predicting events over shorter and longer time windows than the original 24-month window.
Evaluation methodology and metrics
To measure the performance of models, both internal and external validation were used. For external validation, we followed the recommendations of [34] and chose a non-random subset of data from different SHAs, the regional health commissioning bodies of the NHS. More precisely, we selected 3 SHAs (North East, North West, and Yorkshire and the Humber) that had different statistical properties in terms of socioeconomic status and the rate of first emergency admission as our validation cohort (20% of the total population). We argue that our selection of 3 SHAs with different statistical characteristics is similar to using an external dataset, and provides, therefore, a better case for showing whether or not the model is overfitting. This, however, inevitably means that certain features are not available in the validation cohort. By taking this approach, we consciously sacrificed model optimisation to assess any possible model overfitting (and hence poor external validity). For internal validation, we used the remaining SHAs (80% of the population), and performed a 5-fold cross-validation [35] [36] [37] .
While our outcome is binary, instead of just predicting 0 or 1 for a patient (being admitted or not), we predicted the probability of that patient belonging to class 1 (being admitted). This enabled us to measure the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), a discrimination metric, which is equal to the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one. Model calibration was assessed with calibration curves [38] , where for a perfectly calibrated model the curve is mapped to the identity line (y = x). To this end, the prediction space is discretized into 10 bins. Cases with predicted value in the range [0, 0.1) fall in the first bin, values in the range [0.1, 0.2) in the second bin, etc. For each bin, the mean predicted value is plotted against the true fraction of positive cases. The reported results for AUC and calibration demonstrate the average of these values over 5 different folds. The standard deviation across the folds is marked by a shaded area around the average.
Discrimination and calibration metrics were supplemented with positive and negative predictive values, as well as precision and recall for all models. Finally, to assess the possibility of bias in estimates, we stratified AUC by practice and present the findings in a funnel plot by practice-level rate of emergency admissions [39] . We report our findings in accordance to the Guidelines for Developing and Reporting Machine Learning Predictive Models in Biomedical Research [40] and Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) [41] . We performed all statistical analyses using Python version 2.7 and R version 3.3.
Results
Basic statistics
The baseline characteristics of the derivation and validation cohorts are shown in Table 2 . Expectedly, the cohorts differed in some respects, such as age and ethnicity. The proportions of women and men in the derivation and validation cohorts were comparable, but the derivation cohort had a slightly higher mean IMD than the validation cohort (2.8 versus 3.3).
Hospital admission rates were on average 7.8% for the regions in the derivation cohort. The admission rates were slightly higher in the validation cohort overall, across all age groups (except the oldest age group) and between sexes. The North East and North West regions had the highest admission rates, which were 12% and 11%, respectively. Yorkshire and the Humber had a rate of 6%, which brought the average rate of outcome to 10.4% in the validation cohort. The rates of the first emergency admission within 2 years, according to age, sex and SHA, are provided in S4 Table. Also, the rate of outcome by duration of follow-up, presented in S5 Table, demonstrates increasing rate with longer duration of follow-up.
Model performance
Using QA predictors in the CPH model, AUC was 0.740 (0.741 for men and 0.739 for women). Applying RF and GBC to the same predictors increased the AUC to 0.752 and 0.779, respectively (Table 3) . Using QA+ predictors, all models showed a slightly higher AUC, with the largest increase seen for the RF model. When T predictors were used, all models showed higher AUC values, but again the GBC model showed the best performance (0.805, 0.825, and 0.848 for the CPH, RF, and GBC models, respectively). The corresponding receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for these models are presented in S1 Fig.  Fig 1 illustrates the calibration of all models stratified by predictor set. GBC constantly exhibited the best calibration across all settings. Using QA+ and T predictors improved the calibration of RF and GBC models, compared to using QA predictors. However, the opposite was the case when the extended set of variables was applied to the CPH model: its calibration 
Variable importance
In the GBC and RF models, the relative importance of predictors is readily identifiable through ranking of their repeated selection across multiple trees and higher up the trees. Making use of this ranking, we report the top variables among the QA, QA+, and T sets in S6 and S7 Tables.  These tables show that, for example, when GBC is used together with the QA set, age, laboratory test results (such as cholesterol ratio, haemoglobin, and platelets), systolic blood pressure, and the number of admissions during the last year are among the top predictors. With the QA + set, GBC ranks the number of previous consultations during the last year as the most important predictor, followed by age and not only the laboratory test results, but also the frequency of those tests being reported. Finally, when T variables are used, both the number and the duration of consultations are shown to be highly predictive, together with age and time since last admission and consultation, while laboratory test results remain among the top predictors. For any given set of predictors, GBC outperforms the other 2 models. Similarly, for any given model, T predictors show the best predictive power. AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CPH, Cox proportional hazards; GBC, gradient boosting classifier; RF, random forest.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002695.t003 
External validation
The AUC values from the external validation cohort are reported in Table 4 , and their corresponding ROC curves are shown in S5 Fig. All models showed a slight decline in AUC compared to internally validated AUC. Note that, while region is one of the input variables for training the models, this information is missing when external validation is performed because the regions in the validation cohort are unknown to the constructed models. Yet, the decline in AUC was, on average, less than 1% for CPH and less than 2% for the RF and GBC models, and our best model (GBC with T predictors) gave an AUC of 0.826 on the validation data. This model also showed an excellent calibration ( See Fig 2) , and the funnel plot in S6 Fig  shows no bias by practice population and admission rate for all practices in both the derivation and validation cohorts. Other metrics and plots, provided in S7-S9 Figs, also demonstrate the consistency between the derivation and validation results.
Impact of change in prediction time window
Fig 3 illustrates the AUC of all models when predicting the outcome within 1 to 5 years after the baseline. Models using QA and QA+ predictors showed better performance in predicting Emergency admission risk prediction with machine learning emergency admissions that occur early than those that occur late during the follow-up period. The CPH, RF, and GBC models all exhibited more stable performance for predicting emergency admissions-both in the shorter and longer follow-up time windows-when using T predictors. These results suggest that variables that capture time since prior events (e.g., time since first diagnosis of a comorbidity or time since last laboratory test) are stronger predictors than their binary counterparts.
Discussion
We show that our machine learning models have substantially higher performances in predicting the risk of emergency hospital admission than one of the best available statistical models based on routinely collected data from the same setting. Stepwise modification of modelling techniques and variables extracted from EHRs of 4.6 million patients led to an overall improvement in model discrimination from AUC 0.74 to AUC 0.85 in the internal validation cohort and from AUC 0.74 to 0.83 in the external validation cohort. Although the benchmark CPH model also showed an improvement in discrimination properties when additional Emergency admission risk prediction with machine learning variables were added, this came at the cost of worsening model calibration, with substantial overestimation of risk across almost all risk levels. By contrast, calibration of the GBC model was further enhanced when additional variables were added. We show that model performance was retained over longer prediction windows (up to 5 years after baseline) when models incorporated additional information about the timing of variables (e.g., time since first diagnosis of a comorbidity or time since last laboratory test), which is typically ignored in traditional models.
A few previous studies have applied machine learning techniques to predict the risk of hospital re-admission [42, 43] or frequency of emergency department visits [44] and have reported highly promising findings. However, since these studies used hospital data only, they were unable to assess the risk of first emergency admission in a non-hospitalised population. On the other hand, studies investigating the risk of emergency hospital admission, as in our report, have mainly utilised statistical models [2, 4, [6] [7] [8] 10, 45] . Although their predictive ability has on average been limited, some of the more complex models have achieved high levels of accuracy in risk prediction. To test whether machine learning models could improve such models, we chose a state-of-the-art statistical model with high performance as our benchmark model [8] .
We show that in the presence of large cohorts with rich information about individuals, machine learning models outperform one of the best conventional statistical models by learning from the data, with little requirement for transformation of the predictors or model structure. The stepwise changes to selected variables and their modelling suggested that the better performance observed was likely due to the higher ability of machine learning models to automatically capture and benefit from existing (a priori unknown) interactions and complex nonlinear decision boundaries.
Our study findings should be interpreted in light of their strengths and limitations. One of the key strengths of our work is the direct comparison of machine learning models with one of the best statistical models as the benchmark model. The stepwise changes to modelling techniques, predictors, and time windows for risk prediction revealed when and how model performance could be improved. Another strength of our study is its conservative approach of non-random data splitting for external validation. Although this approach has been recommended [34] , in particular when EHR data are used, it has not been widely adopted. EHR models typically divide the study database randomly into derivation and validation subsets, which is more prone to model overfitting. Despite our approach, the generalisability of our best performing machine learning model to other settings may be limited and requires further evaluation. The field of machine learning is advancing rapidly. In our study, we employed 2 readily available machine learning models based on their relative flexibility in handling predictors with no need for variable pre-processing. Although this makes the models useful from a practical point of view, we believe that there is still some room for improving risk prediction by adopting other techniques and a wider range of variables. Finally, we chose emergency hospital admission as the outcome assuming that its non-specific and complex nature is more suitable to data-driven machine learning than more specific clinical outcomes such as myocardial infarction, with well-established risk factors and risk markers. Whether machine learning models can lead to similarly strong improvements in risk prediction in other areas of medicine requires further research.
The improved and more robust prediction of the risk of emergency hospital admission as a result of the combination of more variables, information about their timing, and better models could help guide policy and practice to reduce the burden of unscheduled admissions. By deploying such a model in practices, physicians would be able to monitor the risk score of their patients and take the necessary actions in time to avoid unplanned admissions. It is important to note that hospital admissions in general are affected not only by patient profiles, but also by the policies governing care providers regarding whom they admit and what the risk tolerances are. Notwithstanding the further opportunities for improvement, we believe that routine integration of our best performing model into EHRs is both feasible (as is the case for QRISK [46, 47] ) and likely to lead to better decision-making for patient screening and proactive care. Table. AUC of the models with 3 different imputation models: (1) without imputation, dropping rows with null value for BMI, smoking, and alcohol; (2) without imputation, replacing the null values for BMI, smoking, and alcohol with a default out-of-range value, e.g., −1; and (3) with imputation (multiple imputation with chained equations). (DOCX) 
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